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Netititet SM,

Vietor ROHOWda vas bOr4 on 20 44y 1911 la the U
of Smyklatei, Ternopol Meat, Western Ukraine. Irma 1.926 to 1934
he vent to !wheel in Terasp01, emeerkialg every dow free his village.
When the Ukrainian symaestum he stteaded as *loud by the Pelee in
1930)0 he transferred to the Polish epeeist= in limpet. le first
established contact with the 0U2 in 1928 or 1929 through Vasil
GICEMONYCif, who attended the same 'Wheal. 16104 0ymyr, his brother,
vas also a eelber of the OUR, although another brother, Me, had
oontooto with the Commaoists. In tact, Ilko had COmmuaist litera-
ture in their home. (This was during a period whoa some Ukrainian
eetleeellets sought end received aid spinet the Polish Government
trom the USSR. there vas a thorough felling out by 1939.) AO
yarned Victor never to read or beipfle this literature* which Victor
did anyway but without undearstanding mo b of SA. Arbor bang do-
nOUnOed by a With schoolmate* Victor was arrested by the Polish
pollee in 1932 for possession of illegal literature. He was held
for only eight hours before being released. rouoving his grottos.
tun tram school LA	 1934, he remained at home sad worked as a
salesclerk in the village cooperative store.

In Awe 1935, Victor was arrested by the Polish police in
connection with the murder of tau 00141411, a Polish worrier, but he
was acquitted after three weeks. He then operated the tautly term
because his brother Volodymyr was spending a year and a half in a
concentration camp. When Volodymyr was released, the two established
a loather store located in the market place in Tarnopol.

HO vas again arrested by the Voles in AUgUitt 1937 for OUR
activities, specifically, g oose involving tasyl ammovras sad his
seccepliees. In March 1936, he was sentenced to two years in prison.
VOlodymyr continued mania' the store, sad *on Water vas released
in 1939# he returned to Tareepol sad his business. As the Soviets
soreectod in late September, the loathers brought the seeds trot
the store to their village eel sold them. la October Victor voted
in the Soviet elections, signing his name to a voting list. A/though
it is dogibtful that such records survived tbo war, this signature
possibly provides the Soviets with an opportunity to claim that he
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vas a Soviet stases. Loiter he leerned from a friend that be was
considered adenomas nationalist by the Polish police and we *4-
vised to leave the area. Victors along with another Mood, vent
to Ivor and then decided to so to Oerien-occupied Polood. They
mere apprehended by a Soviet 'border petrol and held for several
hours. The Soviets accepted a false story that they were **eternise
home from Poland to the Ukraine, but the Soviets Insisted that they
cross the border at specified crossing points and Oat than into
Oerman.hold Poland for that purpose. Victor and his frivol proceeded,
unmolested by GOMA patrols, to Cracow'. are Victor met OKSYMMOVICH0
who listed him as au OUX member, and frac December 1939, to Mir 1940,
be lived in an OUff camp at Zakopane.

la May 1940, Victor was reloseed from the camp aol sent to
Wolin. He worked as a salesman for a candy factory until TolsodArr
came to Lublin in December. They established s. sooty shop of their
own employing froa six to twelve people depending on business,
Mea;vbile he ves accepted as an interpreter for the German Aver*
Victor was assigned to the Inftnehrichten Regiment in Mariam in
june 1940, as an interpreter for the regimental staff. On 20 Aloe
his unit marched to Brest, Minsk, Smolensk, Mriansk, Kalinin, Orel,
Gomel, ins Obernigov. Els job consisted of establishing temporary
local aftiniletration in his area sod in screening and releasing
POWs. In December, as the political situation deteriorated and the
plans toward the Ukraine became obvious to everyone, Victor applied
for release, returned to Ldblin, and with his brother reopened his
business.

By spring 1942 Victor bed four stores in three cities with
an apartment in each city: two stores in Ternopol, one in Lvov, and
one in Wain. These 'were candy' shone maintained lueinil for the Pur

-pose of Obtaining smser fron the German authorities to sell on the
black market. In August VolodroW we arrested by the Germans in
Lublin for Mack marketeariog, but Victor managed his release through
a German friend. He gave up the business in Lublin and eventually
turned to the yeast distributing business when the Ora441 el* the
sneer delivery. He enrolled in the Medical School of Lvov University
in September and attended for the next four semesters ) doing business
at the same time. Because of maw denunciations against him, for
block marketeeriae, be was forced to quit the yeast Wiliness in
January 1943. Afterwards be concentrated on his business in Tarnopol,
where he also opened a wholesale salt business and *old hardware.
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la Doesiber 1943, Victor met his first wit*, *worsts
Chola, when she Armee to Tarnopol with attester ttom the Eastern
wane, and 44 rebruisai,9104., they were married. * await the

approaching Soviet Au, *mar moved to genbir on 6 March. At this
time Victor was still a medical student and tnovried trot time to
time to Lvov. garspreWs parents were also in Osehdr, *ad through
her father, who was in contest with the Cessna 444e42memts within
the German Ax* Victor 1011 called 'woe to sot as on interpreter tor
the Cossack staff. The fbur ot tilos mowed to ErisY tsle in nor **A
to Brae, Czechoslovakia, LA Septelber. In NOreaher, after the Garman
authorities asked tbos, to move to Gamow, they went to *rite.
YormellY, rioter held two jobs in Berlin, but he did eat do muolc
because be hal mow* swerey with his.

The family, including 4 month-44 daughter, left Berlin IA
February 1.945, with a transport of Cossacks going to l'Amly. The
daughter died near Innsbruck, Austria, and Victor and his wife lett
the transport at randeck, Austria, where he got a job with the
Pfersche Construction Company. Atter the war they were located in
various rip cusps until *maw 3.947, when they left tor New rest.

Since 1947 he has lived end been employed at numoonts
plums in New Jersey. Dr 19,6 he divorced Manareta and in 1958
married his present wife, Maria Vyalockal who is American born.
Selrera years ago he made content with 4 SOVSet artiatia, murvivicrir,
in order to start a package sending business to the Soviet Won,
but his application to latourist was rejected. An application he
made to the FBI ter employment as an interpreter in 3959 or 1960
vas also rejected because he tailed the examination in translation,
He now lives in Irvington, New Jersey, and is employed at the Watt*
Company, Bearings Division, Newark, New Jersey. Eta mother, who aro,
rived trots the Soviet Won *bout 4 year a., and one brother also
live in Irvington. A mister and brother are in Canada, and another
brother is in Poland. He has a sea, Dmytro, atom Years old, by
his first marring*,

Victor is assessed, by ASCA0000$12$ 2 end 15 es a romantie
and an activist. He is never at 4 1040 in any situation, Whatever the
disruPtions in life. As to his motivation in connection with the
operation, they believe that he feels Pat/ for having abandoned the
Ukrainian natienalist sense during its most trYieg Ballot, after at
one time committing himself to it. The now wishes to make up for this
lapse by performing a service on behalf of that cause. He himself
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explained that he believe* the prom* period of co-existence be-
twos the United States and the USSR Is nearing an end, matte sants
to become active at 4 relatively airily stage.

In an assessment byC. 	 ::] it 1144
that Victor has a vivid imagination, which mot he taken into ad*
count in his training and briefing. le met keep this wader **Orel
SAW reporting of what he observes or hears. He might exhibit a
tendenny to be too cautious by overestimating the dangers. On the
Oberland, he ie capable of borates during ,a short Period of great
Amor. He would find it difficult or impossible to deceive,.
questions at loyal*, for him ere clear and simple. He is Intense
and even dedicated, and be would be very effective In WM/flaw
rekindling enthusiasm ter a cause in another moon. Considerable
training, with due regard for his weaknesses, is desirable in netoes
cane

404writZ st. WE.

The traveler will visit the Ukraine as a simple tourist.
MO will travel alone.-not with a group end, it possible, on the low-
cost pension plan. Unless he is Zeroed to take the deluxe plan, he
should not be burdened with an Intourist guide. 2n any eve nt, Xs-
tourist guides 40 not usually wok evenings, when the traveler will
make all tat one of his contacts. He	 be obliged to get mow
from his guide on one occasion during the day in rAvov.

The traveler's itinerary and conduct during; most of his
trip will make it apparent that the lurPess of his visit is blowout.
MO will visit his brother in V inland, attend events and visit sites
concerned, with the Shewbank* Centennial to Kaniv, Kiev, and Lvov,
visit his tether's cove in Tarnopol, visit s sttr *ere he terlserlY
lived (Imlay), and generally observe meta his farmer hmeolamt. In
short, the visit will be a sentimental one.

The traveler will not advertise his travel plans prior
leaving the Una*/ States. MO has told his site that he intends to
visit his brother in Poland and wigbt go on into the Ukraine She
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/be troveler rill. so oa :Wove from his r
aortal* that this Obeassemo wilt not *muse him diftloul
Le down sad labor is in surplus

tromaervi.11 make his travel erionsemots through
Moupta /Ours. His passport has been obtaimod indicating that be is
or Polish birth.

oh hewill usefor
not to photograph any

Tbo traveler mill carry a
innocent purposes only. SO rill be ins
restricted axes* or installations.

Ito traveler rill be drowsed in Amorican oloth•ag of such
a typo that he mill not be temottataty idontiriable as an American
by the look or his clothing slow Certain comes American clothing
is or ounh a OYU, pattern, and color as to be little distinguiah-
able from the current Soviet product. Moro rill not be an attempt,
however, to disguise this traveller as a Soviet citizen.

iile the traveler's bookspound prior to his departure frau
the Ukraine was somorbat out or the ordinary, his aotivitV duriag
World gar II was or on economin rather theme a political nature. His
imprisonment as a Ukrainian nationalist took place Iwo thou* twenty
years ago under the Polish administration. Those Polish records
which misht have existed oa him prior to the Soviet occupation of
Galata to 1939 more probably destroyed or loot along with early
Soviet records either duriAg the Gorman invasion or the Gorman re
treat in 1944. in any ease the traveler has ;loathing in his back-
ground *bah could be considereda "lour crime. His service with
the German Army was short end relatively uno0oPromisiog, and be was
not a participant in armed Ukrainian nationalist activitr during or
after VOrld gnr II. Imesmulh as the traveller rill carry a Witold
Stott. PoozVort and wilt be oallod on to oommit only one overt set
IWO mi.* conceivably cause him trouble (nsiling the trigger letter)
it is felt that the amoral danger Motor is not great.
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his ticket

rns no
or large purchases than Par in
'with his site (his sece4) the details ot
ler did not voice any objections to the travnler
the trip.

COB

Total 00
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Tin traveler vill be required to provide an
tailed accounting of his 4XViedue0 Wen returns

The operational cost estimate is as tailors

Leave Vithout PAY (18 UZI $28 Per dlee) • •• $13::::

TrenePertatien and Travel SMpenses • . .

Clothing and Supplies (as necessary) 	  100.00

Money tor Appropriate Operstional Occasions. * .

• 

200.00

Souvenir* and gifts. .	 . 	 	 50.00

Briefing, Debriefing, end Training in Cc 0 .	 	  	 Q0.00

SECRET.
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A. The traveler will contest and Ammo the present
(=stomas 41 lira SOUISIISKis a remeatact end recruitment candidate.
If SZMMMWSSA seems in order, the traveler 411 give her as a girt
a fountain pen in which will be concealed a letter tromAIXIASSOWAWg
*Atha recruitment proposition (See Attatheent A). The letter will
have been greatly reduced in size by 4 pbotalr‘Phic process. The
traveler vill trigger the concealment device 'hyaenas of a letter to
SONTSITOKA which be will have seen into his wallet (See Attachment B).
He wall:oat the letter immediately prior to his departure. (Par com-
plete detail* * see illms0

B. The traveler will contact and assess for sebeequent
contact and develolatent YolodYnyr =MA an aircraft Plant sealer**
te LVOV.

O. The travelers= recontaot Varya and &Ovate VOWS of
Ivor, friends trom his early life before and during Varlet itsr U.
These contacts will be assessed far possible subsequent recontact
and operational followoup.

D. The traveler will make visual and euditory observations
in line with his requirements briefing.

Persons for Contact in Order • loam

A. Vire SVESTWOWAvms born ea. 1913. Her father..
Mart= OTIMMTSap 'who died several years ago, was a university
Wefts-Igor and Ukrainian art expert in Lvov. SYSMITOKA Joined
the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists (00X) while still in
her teens. She was imprisoned by the Poles for nationalist activity
before World War II. She was arrested by the Soviets during the
first occupation or the Western Ukraine in 1939 end spent same time
in prison thereafter. During the German occupation she was in con-
test with the Ukrainian underground. After World War II she was
arrested by the Soviets an4 deported for five years.
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SVSSISITSKA belong* to obi-stock Galician intelligentsia
(pre-Soviet). She is an autherity an Ukrainian art of the fourteenth
to eighteenth centuries and deeply attached to the Ukrainian culture.
She is currently employed at the Imov State Mama of Ukrainien Art,
Drahomanova 42. SYSVTUTOKA is single. She and her sister, a German
langmaee toaster, are believed to *Cowen apartment belonging to
the Weems to ite immediate vioinity. 4VSMTSITSKA's current status
at the Art Milieus is that of "Scientific oe .olearker tithe department
of ancient art." She s 	 an article 'which appeared in Nagel
4ton2OJsnuar7

ASCASSOM2DX/2 bas known SYMESZMWA since the early thirties.
Be believes that despite the hardships *doh she has endured, she had
not altered her views regardiag the Ukreinian nationalist **use and
that she will respond to his plea. Dsgerdless of her response he does
not believe she will, report the recruitment attempt to the authorities
if she believes it to be genuine.

D. YoloiVayr USDA is a young Ukrainian (00,- 30) who is
reported to work in a "secret airplane factory" in /NOV* The source
of this report is an eighty-year 01d wean who reeectlY iomisreted
to the Mated States to jotn)uordsoghtere in Phi2Adelphia. She was
debriefed for PI and ore-tattoo-al leads by ASCASSOWAST 	 In the
house where Source lived in Lvov, there also lived a young man who
worked in a "secret factory° manufacturing airplane parts. After it
had become knave that Source vas emigrating, this young man was
visited by Voloilymyr BUDA, who lived a few house* aver. A vodka
party developed. During the party RINDA approached Source, told her
that he had bawd she was going to America, and said, "Tell them there
that I am the same as I was before." Hum lifts at Saydushna 3 in
an area celled reselnikty, new Lvov.

C. Darya VOSS is a pharmacist in Lvov, DOB ea. 1913. She
is the daughter of a Ukrainian Catholic priest. The traveler has
known the VOUS faMitr all his life. Darya is married but does not
live with her husband, who is in Poland. ApperentlY, Darya has not
been able to secure permission free the Soviet authorities to join
her huabani. Darya's mother lives in Philadelphia. The traveler
visited her on 1$ Pebruary, ostensibly to per his respects oblige
passing through town, but actually to elicit information on the cur-
rent status of the MIS tinily. Paryes two brothers who were
friends of the traveler, disappeared at the end of bohd bar II 'while
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in servos with the UPA (Ukrainian National.	 Amsy). Darya
is described by the traveler as having a good and serious character.
She also has two sisters, Irma and Olean both living in DInvv. The
traveler does not plan to visit either. ;parrot s address in Lvov is
liontanycho 8, Apartment 416,

limhenla ,008 is the sister-in-lav or Wye VMS and is
the wife of One of the WU eons, Dor, neirtioned *be y,. ahe has a
obtaft.vatar old son. Her address will be Obtained fikMe %Oa TONS
tof the traveler. dhe works as s, waitress. In one of her letters to
her haltend* $ mother in Philadelphia (sent via Iona WM) Itubenla
mentioned that her son is being brought up the woy his father would
have idWobed.

B. Moo UMW is the traveler's brother, now living in
a small Polish village in Itorevadatvo Wroclaw. The traveler will
visit hie for personal and cover purposes 041- There will be no
operational aspect to this contact.

Tratnint

The traveler will receive training in surveillance and
briefing on his opermtfAmool mission and PI requirements but the
latter will be collected as a result of passive observation o nkv..
In the surveillenne training recognition of surveillance will be
stressed. It will be emphasised to the traveler that eigr recogniz-
able attempt to loom surveillance will put his mission and perhaps
even himself in 4eopard3r and that while accomplishment of his mission
is dependent upon not being eurvelled, his attempt to maintain this
condition must be perfectly natural. 00 will be taught that if sur-
veillance is constant and unavoidable, he must not activate his opera.-
tional assisnaent.

The traveler will receive training in assessment and 4lici-
tation techniques in connection with those parts or his mission deal
ins with personal contacts. Na will be briefed on missile indicator
requirements for camt-cction of intelligence which he might gather
passively either' by observation or in conversation. For this purpose
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he will be trained on observation techniques and reporting of what
be sees and hears. He gill receive admigasive briefing concerning
Provocation and what to do if detained. the traveler will be in.
striated on the technique of mailing a letter in the USSR.

The traveler will be /liven authorative reading material
on Ukratatem art of the fourteenth to eighteenth centuries to be
convergent with at /east the meta trends and important works and
events of the period (fey the SVINTOITOKA contact).

The traveler will be available one week prior to departure
for training and briefing and for several day* upon return for de-
briefing. A complete record of training and briefing instructions
of the travicUn*will be maintained.

The traveler has already* contacted Maupin Tours for travel
arrangements. The itinerary which be has requested is Poland, Moscow,
Kiev, Tarnopol, and Lwow- He will leave New Uwe bY sir on or about
20 Mar. After about two days with his brother in the village of
Sleeks near *color, he will travel to *scow bi sir from Warsaw,
beginning a star of approximateIr ten days in the USSR. After a day
or two in Moscow, the traveler will spend a total of four days in
Kiev and vicinity, taking a side trip to Keay, Three Shevahenko's
place of burial and the site of the Shevehenko centennial celebration,
which will consume several days. During this period, the traveler
will be a simple tourist, i4 no war exciting suspicion by mem of
word or eat.

Prom Kiev the traveler will go to Tarnopol by train.
Ternopol is the place of his birth and the area be know* best. His
melon fbr stopping in Ternopol, aside from the feet that he erew
up there, will be to visit his father's grave. The traveler will
spend 034 a der or two in Ternopol, inoonsPieumelY avoiding People
who might remember him from before or during the war, for we do not
want the traveler's background brought to the Soviets' attention
unnecessarily.

S,'"E,CRET:
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trot	 1 to Lvov hr
It is at this point,	 his trip, that
traveler will undertake his operational mission. It is expected that
booms* of his Ukrainian birth eitizenehip, he will
undergo at least a routine surveillant* at some time is the course or
his trip to establish the nature and variety of his movements. It is
believed the traveler's innocent, noncomprozieing behavior up to this
point will yield him at least some freedom &trim' the lest foir 4MP
of his visit in Lvov. UP to this point the traveler will have put to
the test the surveillance detection trabaialgiattch he will have re
*caved in order to establish to the best of his abilit y 'whether he
can underteke his operational mission.

first dAY of his *toy ia Lvov
Re will reconnoiter the citi
of the persons he is to contact
mesas, slams aware of the
be careful at all times to
simply seeing What there is to

The traveler will spend the
reacepaiabing himself with the citr,
keeping lamina the various locations
He will examine the various routes of
possibility of surveillance. He will
maintain the appearance of a tourist,
be SOW.

The second day the traveler will visit the Memo of
Ukrainian Art at 42 Drahomanova. Dressed unobtrusively in eider not
to stand out among the local populace, speaking native Ukrainian, and
not volunteering that he is an American the traveler will eater the
museum early and spend several hours **Lathing the exhibits, Portion-
larly those of the period on *doh SVENTSITSKA is expert and about
shish the traveler will have been briefed during the training phase.
The traveler vill then ask the atteaft*t for advice from someone on
the museum's staff concerning the Sahaydadhmy or Comelnyteky period
(seventeenth century), *Lich we know to be SNIONTWITOKAts specialty.
With a little lack, he will be referred to SVONTSITOKA. Because he
is not acquainted with her, the traveler vill introduce himself using
true name. Questions from the traveler based upon Apparent kaovledge
and interest in drundmitts specialty will help to establish rapport.
The traveler willlead the conversation to adieemesion of SVSITSIT/EA's
father, who was an outstanding gaoler and export On Ukrainian art.
At an opportune moment the traveler will reveal to STERVUTSKA that he
is from the United States end is a citizen. This will probably mom
as a considerable *unwise. The traveler will carefully note
SVS02112Sal s ruction and willingness to continue the conversation.
If necessary, to prove that he is American, he will Show her his
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passport if he has it La his possession. If her reaction is not
adverse, the traveler till lead the coeversetioa in the direction of
the emigration in the Uhital States and elsewhere. The conversation
will be directed in such a way as to lively, OVBrratritch more deeplY
into an expression of her interest in the activities of the emigra-
tion ant her ideas end attitudes concerning the precise* situation it
the Ukraine. It SVONTOITTSLA accepts the belts the *reveler will give
indications that she is well kerne in certain circles of the emigra-
tion as a result of her patriotic attitude. The traveler will. eo
this fir nail it he notes approval of that he is saying it SYMMOSITOKA s
reactians. iurther conversation, it all Goes wells will be directed
around personalities La the emigration.

The paws* of the above conversion is to enable the
traveler to decide whether *root to implement further the opera-
tional plan ixrdiring sumerezt. Hi will do so unless there is an
indication from BUNTS/TOM that the is under KGB continuous or close
scrutiny or is unable to respond for some other reason. An *valua-
tion of SONTSITSKA by the traveler will also be of considaedble use
in future operational contact with her if she agrees to recruitment.

on taking leave fron her the traveler will be profuse in
Iii. thanks to SUMMIT= for her help and expert information. As a
souvenir and token of thanks, the traveler till present OVUTOITSKA
with a fountain pen which he carries with him for his own use. The
pen, a Parker 51 or of equivalent value, will contain a concealed
Uttar from Axemnowar/2 in which recasttact is established and,
modified recruitment pitch is made (See Attachment A). The traveler
will not himself be aware of the nature of the concealed item nor of
its message. After presenting SUNTSITOKA with the fountain pen, the
traveler will take leave of her.

If the traveler's attempt to contact OVISTSITOKA in the
manner described above misfires, he till attempt to locate her himself.
He will establish the location of the offices and aPPxommh SUNTSITOKA.
for information on some particular aspect of Ukrainian art within her
special competence. Se will then continue the conversation as de-
scribed above. In either eventuality it will be up to the traveler to
drew SVENTSITOKA into private oonvorletion. This should not be diffi-
cult in a. museum atmosphere.
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atortunately, there is no way to establish definitely that
8VINB8MMEA1411 be on the jot on the day the traveler *Mooehes the
museum. The Omen are good that she will be there, sines it will not
let be vacation time. There is of course no VW of anticipating tem

-porary Moises or absence from the city, In either case the traveler
will have to use his own ingenuity in Dialrtalg the contact. He will
have bar home address and telephone eumber for use either in this ease
or if be is saddled with an tstouristenift *MU is viable to *hake
and cannot get tree until evening. If be should contact SIMITETAKA
at home, he will bring her greetings from friends in the United States
and develop the conversation %pleas above. tf SVANTSIBAKA te tem-
porarily out of town on the first contact attempt, the traveler will
still have two or three more days during which be can contact her if
she returns in time.

On the 'MAAS of the second or third deb depending upon
conditions, particularly surveillome, the traveler will go to
MoWdoshoo 5 in KoselsZtr to try to locate telodymyr AMA. After
locating him and introducing himself in true name in private, be will
reveal himself as an American tourist who knows Aatalya ZAVITOKA (Who
recently immigrated to the United States) and bring, sleeting* and a
sift free bey . BO will converse with AXADA on casual subjects, trying
to find out something more about his plum of work and BrADA's atti-
tudes. As the traveler is a skilled machinist and mechanic, it *Would
be possible for him to steer the coomersation in the former direction.
The traveler will be briefed on LANYTOKA and her present situation to
prove that be know* bor. The purpose of this contact will be to es-
tablieh AlADA as a candidate for an operational follow-iv.

On the second or third day, probably in the evening, again
depending upon the circumstances, the traveler will attempt to loos**
Vega VOW at her home address. If she is not there, he will twat*
about her place of employment and seek her out there it that is fee*
table. Moms* Morro is an old acquaintance, a visit would be proper.
The traveler will talk *bout old times, about the instil/ end friends
end parya ls mother in Pittsburgh, *boo he has resently sem. AO will
ask Darya for the a4droos of her sister-in4sct, &amnia VONA, wife of
his old friend. He will seek out **bent& and cover the same subjects
as with Darya, Depending upon their financial condition, the traveler
mlobt offer then a little financial. help. He will also leave small
gifts with then. Now far he will go in establishing contact will de-
pend upon the	 responsiveness aad apparent susceptibilitY. He
will not, however, make a recruitment pitch and will is no lair compro-
mise himself in the company of the WOW.



will telt.
frau Lvov* the traveler

in his vskl let a letter
saeordawse

soateats
tree low
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